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Unique debugging tool for logiC
and microprocessor circuits

Trigger

1( Unique design] development anrl service aid

* Provides trigger

output pulse when specified logic
conditions are met

* Works

in conjunction with standard oscilloscopes, Ingic
analysers, probes and other test equipment

* One TRIGGER

caters for chips from 8 to 20 pins

* Individually selectable 1-0-X (don't care) status monitoring
for every signal pin
* TRIGGERS may be cascaded to monitor several chips
* Compatible with all popular logic families
* Minimal loading of circuit under test
The NanoTECH TRIGGER fulfils an important need in the daily activities of design,
development and service engineers working on digital circuits, especially those that are
microprocessor based.
When a user-defined set of conditions is met on the pins of a particular chip, it provides
a trigger signal which may be used to initiate data acquisition by an oscilloscope, bus or
logic analyser, or to trigger a breakpoint or interrupt circuitry in the system under test, or
any in-circuit emulator or other equipment attached to it. Several TRIGGERS may be
cascaded to provide a trigger signal when the specified conditions are met at the same
time on a number of chips, For example, three TRIGGERS can monitor the occurrence
of a particular S-bit data byte at a given, 6-bit address.
Inexpensive and easy to use, the TRIGGER is designed to monitor chips in dual-in-line
packages on 0.3 inch spacing. The same unit caters for chips with between 8 to 20
pins, and having power and ground signals at opposite corners.

SPEC/FICA TIONS

To use the TRIGGER, Ihe chip 10 be monitored is removed from its socket, and placed
in the special, low insertion force socket on the top of the device. The TRIGGER itself
fits in place of the chip on the board under investigation. Two jumpers on the TRIGGER
are moved to route power to the appropriate pins on the chip, and two banks of DIP
switches with 1-0-X (don't care) positions are adjusted to set up the required trigger
conditions.

Pinout:
Monitor pins
Power
Ground

1 ... 9 and 11 ... 19
selectable pins 17, 18, 19 or 20
selectable pins 7. 8. 9 or 10

Inputs:
Levels
Loading
Max input

Logic '0' <O.BV, Logic '1' <2.0V
'0'=47kQI125pF, '1'=47kQI112pF, 'X'=4pF
'0/1':-1.SV < v: < Vcc+ 1.SV. 'X': IVinl <SOV

The high-impedance inputs assume 5 volt TTL logic levels, and each signal pin on the
chip under observation may be monitored for a logic '1', a logic '0', or may be ignored
eX'). Connection points for probes are provided for each pin of the chip. The TRIGGER
is suitable for use with 74, 74L, 748, 74L8, 74C, 74HC, 74HCT, 74F, 74AS, 74ALS,
74AC and 74ACT logic families, and 4000-series CMOS when powered from 5 Volts.

Outputs:
Levels

Condition not recognised: Vo = V"" Ro = 70n
Condition recognised: Vo = OV, Ra = 3Sn

Timings
Time to recognise condition
Monitor inputloutput delay
Carry input/output delay
Skew between monitor inputs

40ns max.
42ns typ.
11nstyp.
25ns max.

When the conditions specified are met, a TTL active-Iow trigger pulse is provided at the
TRIGGER output. This signal may be routed to the carry input of another TRIGGER
unit when more than one chip is to be included in the overall logic state of interest.

The NanoTECH TRIGGER costs just £79.95 plus VAT, postage and packing, total inclusive cost £94.82. Payment: Please enclose cheque with order
payable to Nanosecond Technology Ltd. We also accept ACCESS, MASTERCARD, BARCLAYCARD and VISA for telephone/mail order transactions.
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High Street· Cottenham • Cambridge·

CB4 4TX· Tel: (0954) 51455

---~------------------------------------------------------------------------------To: Nanosecond Technology Ltd, 344-6 High Street, Cottenham, Cambridge CB4 4TX Tel: (0954) 51455, Fax: (0954) 51466
Please supply
NanoTECH TRIGGER units.
@ £ 79.95
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Please debit ACCESS/VISA card

Expirydate
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Cheque

Signed
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I3 units, special
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Dale

Goods total

DiscOlmr 100/" for order quantities

enclosed

price @ £220.00

10-19. 15% for 20+
Net value

Please despatch to:
Name ....
Organisation
Address

Add carriage and packing, per order
Total excl. VAT
Add VAT at 15% *
Payment enclosed

Postcode

Tcl

* or

at current standard rate if different
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